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"This Snow Crash thing--is it a virus, a drug, or a religion?" Juanita shrugs. "What's the difference?" The only relief from the sea of
logos is within the well-guarded borders of the Burbclaves. Is it any wonder that most sane folks have forsaken the real world and
chosen to live in the computer-generated universe of virtual reality? In a major city, the size of a dozen Manhattans, is a domain of
pleasures limited only by the imagination. But now a strange new computer virus called Snow Crash is striking down hackers
everywhere, leaving an unlikely young pizza delivery man as humankind's last best hope. The perfect cyberpunk sci-fi read, Snow
Crash is an equally worthy successor to William Gibson's Neuromancer and predecessor to Ernest Cline's Ready Player One. ***
What readers are saying about Snow Crash: 'It's hard to believe Neal wrote his books when the published date claims. He's
always so right about the future, and I keep on hoping he's so wrong' Goodreads Reader Review 'Snow Crash is to Books as The
Matrix is to movies (with only the absolute BEST parts of Tron and Da Vinci Code thrown in)' Goodreads Reader Review 'Loved it!
Can't recommend it highly enough. Everyone should read this book. Go do it. Do it now. It's just awesome. You won't regret it'
Goodreads Reader Review 'It's hilarious and mind-blowing. From the first page to the last, I was amazed at just how much
influence this book has had on TV, movies, etc.' Goodreads Reader Review
For ten years Fraa Erasmas, a young avout, has lived in a cloistered sanctuary for mathematicians, scientists, and philosophers,
protected from the corrupting influences of the outside world. But before the week is out, both the existence he abandoned and the
one he embraced will stand poised on the brink of cataclysmic change—and Erasmas will become a major player in a drama that
will determine the future of his world, as he follows his destiny to the most inhospitable corners of the planet . . . and beyond.
Anathem is the latest miraculous invention by the New York Times bestselling author of Cryptonomicon and The Baroque Cycle—a
work of astonishing scope, intelligence, and imagination.
‘Extraordinary imagination . . . As the book races towards a mindboggling climax it leads the reader to some remarkable ideas
about the nature of life, the universe and everything. Simply stunning.’ - Big Issue At Jodrell Bank a mysterious signal of
extraterrestrial origin has been detected. Artificial intelligence expert Jack Fenwick thinks he can decode it. But when he and his
associates at Hoxton tech startup Intelligencia find a way to step into the alien realm the signal encodes, they discover that it’s
already occupied – by ghostly entities that may come from our own past. Have these ‘DMEn’ (Digital Memetic Entities) been
created by persons unknown for just such an eventuality? Are they our first line of defence in a coming war, not for territory, but for
our minds? XX presents a compelling vision of humanity’s unique place in the universe, and of what might happen in the wake of
the biggest scientific discovery in human history. As compelling as it is visually striking, Rian Hughes’ first novel incorporates
NASA transcripts, newspaper and magazine articles, fictitious Wikipedia pages, undeciphered alphabets, and ‘Ascension’, a
forgotten novelette by 1960s counterculture guru Herschel Teague that mysteriously foreshadows events. Wrapping stories within
stories, Rian Hughes’ XX unleashes the full narrative potential of graphic design. Drawing on Dada, punk and the modernist
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movements of the twentieth century, it asks us who we think we are – and where we may be headed next. The battle for your mind
has already begun.
This critical history of Iain M. Banks’ Culture novels covers the series from its inception in the 1970s to the The Hydrogen Sonata
(2012), published less than a year before Banks’ death. It considers Banks’ origins as a writer, the development of his politics and
ethics, his struggles to become a published author, his eventual success with The Wasp Factory (1984) and the publication of the
first Culture novel, Consider Phlebas (1987). His 1994 essay “A Few Notes on the Culture” is included, along with a range of
critical responses to the 10 Culture books he published in his lifetime and a discussion of the series’ status as utopian literature.
Banks was a complex man, both in his everyday life and on the page. This work aims at understanding the Culture series not only
as a fundamental contribution to science fiction but also as a product of its creator’s responses to the turbulent times he lived in.
This is "the Word" -- one man's word, certainly -- about the art (and artifice) of the state of our computer-centric existence. And
considering that the "one man" is Neal Stephenson, "the hacker Hemingway" (Newsweek) -- acclaimed novelist, pragmatist, seer,
nerd-friendly philosopher, and nationally bestselling author of groundbreaking literary works (Snow Crash, Cryptonomicon, etc.,
etc.) -- the word is well worth hearing. Mostly well-reasoned examination and partial rant, Stephenson's In the Beginning... was the
Command Line is a thoughtful, irreverent, hilarious treatise on the cyber-culture past and present; on operating system tyrannies
and downloaded popular revolutions; on the Internet, Disney World, Big Bangs, not to mention the meaning of life itself.
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of Anathem, Reamde, and Cryptonomicon comes an exciting and thoughtprovoking science fiction epic—a grand story of annihilation and survival spanning five thousand years. What would happen if the
world were ending? A catastrophic event renders the earth a ticking time bomb. In a feverish race against the inevitable, nations
around the globe band together to devise an ambitious plan to ensure the survival of humanity far beyond our atmosphere, in outer
space. But the complexities and unpredictability of human nature coupled with unforeseen challenges and dangers threaten the
intrepid pioneers, until only a handful of survivors remain . . . Five thousand years later, their progeny—seven distinct races now
three billion strong—embark on yet another audacious journey into the unknown . . . to an alien world utterly transformed by
cataclysm and time: Earth. A writer of dazzling genius and imaginative vision, Neal Stephenson combines science, philosophy,
technology, psychology, and literature in a magnificent work of speculative fiction that offers a portrait of a future that is both
extraordinary and eerily recognizable. As he did in Anathem, Cryptonomicon, the Baroque Cycle, and Reamde, Stephenson
explores some of our biggest ideas and perplexing challenges in a breathtaking saga that is daring, engrossing, and altogether
brilliant.
Get all three novels in Neal Stephenson's New York Times bestselling "Baroque Cycle" in one e-book, including: Quicksilver, The
Confusion, and The System of the World. This three-volume historical epic delivers intrigue, adventure, and excitement set against
the political upheaval of the early 18th century.
Shapiro traces the genesis of the fact, a modern concept that originated not in natural science but in legal discourse. She follows
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the concept's evolution and diffusion across a variety of disciplines in early modern England.
For the beautiful young woman Ash, life has always been arquebuses and artillery, swords and armour and the true horrors of
hand-to-hand combat. War is her job. She has fought her way to the command of a mercenary company, and on her unlikely
shoulders lies the destiny of a Europe threatened by the depredations of an Infidel army more terrible than any nightmare. Winner
of the BSFA Award for best novel, 2000
Lilla is fighting on the side of the refugees from oppression. But there is a bigger war brewing on the horizon - the Era War,
between the two ruling archgods. It threatens not only Lilla's home world, but everyone else's in the Seven Galaxies. Enemies
must become friends and allies in the desperate race to defeat the archgod before He finds her.
You think you know how the world works? Think again.
From bestselling comic-book franchise writer Charles Soule comes a clever and witty first novel of a twentysomething New Yorker
who wakes up one morning with the power to predict the future—perfect for fans of Joe Hill and Brad Meltzer, or books like This
Book Is Full of Spiders and Welcome to Night Vale. Knowledge is power. So when an unassuming Manhattan bassist named Will
Dando awakens from a dream one morning with 108 predictions about the future in his head, he rapidly finds himself the most
powerful man in the world. Protecting his anonymity by calling himself the Oracle, he sets up a heavily guarded Web site with the
help of his friend Hamza to selectively announce his revelations. In no time, global corporations are offering him millions for
exclusive access, eager to profit from his prophecies. He's also making a lot of high-powered enemies, from the President of the
United States and a nationally prominent televangelist to a warlord with a nuclear missile and an assassin grandmother. Legions of
cyber spies are unleashed to hack the Site—as it's come to be called—and the best manhunters money can buy are deployed not
only to unmask the Oracle but to take him out of the game entirely. With only a handful of people he can trust—including a beautiful
journalist—it's all Will can do to simply survive, elude exposure, and protect those he loves long enough to use his knowledge to
save the world. Delivering fast-paced adventure on a global scale as well as sharp-witted satire on our concepts of power and
faith, Marvel writer Charles Soule's audacious debut novel takes readers on a rollicking ride where it's impossible to predict what
will happen next.
From the extraordinary Neal Stephenson comes an epic adventure that spans entire worlds, both real and virtual. The black sheep
of an Iowa farming clan, former draft dodger and successful marijuana smuggler Richard Forthrast amassed a small fortune over
the years—and then increased it a thousandfold when he created T'Rain. A massive, multibillion-dollar, multiplayer online roleplaying game, T'Rain now has millions of obsessed fans from the U.S. to China. But a small group of ingenious Asian hackers has
just unleashed Reamde—a virus that encrypts all of a player's electronic files and holds them for ransom—which has unwittingly
triggered a war that's creating chaos not only in the virtual universe but in the real one as well. Its repercussions will be felt all
around the globe—setting in motion a devastating series of events involving Russian mobsters, computer geeks, secret agents, and
Islamic terrorists—with Forthrast standing at ground zero and his loved ones caught in the crossfire.
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One of the most talented and creative authors working today, Neal Stephenson is renowned for his exceptional novels—works
colossal in vision and mind-boggling in complexity. Exploring and blending a diversity of topics, including technology, economics,
history, science, pop culture, and philosophy, his books are the products of a keen and adventurous intellect. Not surprisingly,
Stephenson is regularly asked to contribute articles, lectures, and essays to numerous outlets, from major newspapers and cuttingedge magazines to college symposia. This remarkable collection brings together previously published short writings, both fiction
and nonfiction, as well as a new essay (and an extremely short story) created specifically for this volume. Stephenson ponders a
wealth of subjects, from movies and politics to David Foster Wallace and the Midwestern College Town; video games to classicsbased sci-fi; how geekdom has become cool and how science fiction has become mainstream; the future of publishing and the
origins of his novels. By turns amusing and profound, critical and celebratory, yet always entertaining, Some Remarks offers a
fascinating look into the prismatic mind of this extraordinary writer.
When a foreign exchange student is found dead, small-town deputy sheriff Clyde Banks's investigation turns up a terrorist plot
involving chemical warfare and a trail of deceit that might incriminate his own wife, a member of the Army Reserve. Reprint.
AnathemAtlantic Books Ltd

From the New York Times bestselling author of SEVENEVES ‘One of the great novels of our time’ Wall Street Journal
‘Staggering’ New York Times ‘Captivating’ Washington Post ‘Cutting-edge’ Booklist ‘Epic’ Kirkus ‘Mind-blowing’
Slate
A Manchurian Candidate for the computer age' Seattle WeeklyThere's no way William A. Cozzano can lose the upcoming
presidential election. He's a likeable Midwestern governor with one insidious advantage. An advantage provided by a
shadowy group of backers
Il mondo in cui è cresciuto il giovane Erasmas non esiste più. Tutto è cambiato nel corso delle avventure vissute nel
primo volume della saga di Anathem. Non più la serena vita di studio e riflessione all’interno del convento, ma un viaggio
fuori dalle mura, nelle terre governate dal Potere Secolare, verso l’evento più sconvolgente della storia millenaria del
pianeta Arbre: il contatto con una civiltà aliena. I Geometri – così chiamati perché sulla loro astronave è disegnato il più
famoso dei teoremi – non sono fisicamente molto diversi dagli arbriani, hanno elaborato, grazie ai loro sapienti, analoghe
teorie sul tempo, lo spazio e gli universi paralleli, e soprattutto sono divisi dagli stessi conflitti che attraversano Arbre. La
posta in gioco è una trattativa che dice salvezza o distruzione. Stephenson ha scritto un romanzo che fa dimenticare al
lettore ogni cosa, trascinandolo in un’apnea degna della grande letteratura d’avventura.
The latest magnificent creation from the award-winning author of Cryptonomicon and the Baroque Cycle trilogy.
Erasmas, 'Raz', is a young avout living in the Concent, a sanctuary for mathematicians, scientists, and philosophers.
Three times during history's darkest epochs, violence has invaded and devastated the cloistered community. Yet the
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avout have always managed to adapt in the wake of catastrophe. But they now prepare to open the Concent's gates to
the outside world, in celebration of a once-a-decade rite. Suddenly, Erasmas finds himself a major player in a drama that
will determine the future of his world - as he sets out on an extraordinary odyssey that will carry him to the most
dangerous, inhospitable corners of the planet...and beyond.
A full-color celebration of stunning visual illusions and the science behind them In Champions of Illusion, Susana
Martinez-Conde and Stephen Macknik present a smorgasbord of mystifying images, many selected from their Best
Illusion of the Year Contest. Whether it’s false motion, tricks of perspective, or shifting colors, Champions of Illusion is
packed with adventures in visual perception. If you have ever found yourself face-to-face with an utterly bewildering
illusion, you know the powerful effect such images have on the mind. The question we often ask ourselves is, How is that
possible? Martinez-Conde and Macknik, who study the intersection of neuroscience, illusions, and stage magic, explain
just why we think we see the things we see. The Best Illusion of the Year Contest draws entries from vision scientists,
artists, magicians, and mathematicians bent on creating today’s most beguiling illusions. Featuring the contest’s most
bizarre effects and unbelievable mind tricks, along with classic illusions and illuminating descriptions of what is actually
going on in your brain when you are deceived by visuals on the page, Champions of Illusion is an electrifying mix of
science and magic that you will not soon forget.
A chronicle of the breathtaking exploits of "Half-Cocked Jack" Shaftoe -- London street urchin-turned-legendary
swashbuckling adventurer -- risking life and limb for fortune and love while slowly maddening from the pox. . . and Eliza,
rescued by Jack from a Turkish harem to become spy, confidante, and pawn of royals in order to reinvent a contentious
continent through the newborn power of finance.
The #1 New York Times bestselling author returns with a visionary technothriller about climate change
In a novel based on the sixty-four elements of the I-Ching that follows the lives of three soldiers from their induction into
the military to their battle for survival on the frontline, the Chinese and Aztec empires battle for control of the red planet,
Fire Star. Original.
Neal Stephenson follows his highly-praised historical novels, Quicksilver and The Confusion, with the extraordinary third and final volume of
the Baroque Cycle. The year is 1714. Daniel Waterhouse has returned to England, where he joins forces with his friend Isaac Newton to hunt
down a shadowy group attempting to blow up Natural Philosophers with 'Infernal Devices' - time bombs. As Daniel and Newton conspire, an
increasingly vicious struggle is waged for England's Crown: who will take control when the ailing queen dies? Tories and Whigs clash as one
faction jockeys to replace Queen Anne with 'The Pretender' James Stuart, and the other promotes the Hanoverian dynasty of Princess
Caroline. Meanwhile, a long-simmering dispute between Newton and Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz comes to a head, with potentially cataclysmic
consequences. Wildly inventive, brilliantly conceived, The System of the World is the final volume in Neal Stephenson's hugely ambitious and
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compelling saga. Filled with a remarkable cast of characters in a time of genius, discovery and change, the Baroque Cycle is a magnificent
and unique achievement.
As extraordinary an achievement as Cryptonomicon, Quicksilver is Neal Stephenson's first novel in his acclaimed Baroque Cycle. Neal
Stephenson follows his international bestseller, the WWII thriller Cryptonomicon, with a novel set in the 16th and 17th centuries, in a world of
war, scientific, religious and political turmoil. With a cast of characters that includes Newton, Leibniz, Christopher Wren, Charles II, Cromwell
and the young Benjamin Franklin, Stephenson again shows his extraordinary ability to get inside a place and time; as he did for the futures of
his science fiction (Snowcrash,The Diamond Age) and for WWII (Cryptonomicon), here he does for the England of the Civil War and the
Europe of the Wars of Religion and the Scientific Revolution. Quicksilver is yet another tour-de-force from a writer who is simply unique.
THE WIZARD KNIGHT springs from the myths, legends and literature of times past. A teenager passes from Earth to a magical realm of
seven worlds, where he is given a hero's adult body and named Able. Though forced to act as a man, inside he is still a boy, even as he sets
off to find his destined sword and become a knight. In his quest he battles giants, meets gods, heroes and a sorceress (who repeatedly tries
to seduce him), and serves the mercurial dragon king Arnthor in a was that could end everything.
The astounding new novel from the master of science fiction. President Barack Obama’s summer reading choice and recently optioned by
Ron Howard and IMAGINE to be made into a major motion picture.
Raz, a mathematician, is among a cohort of secluded scientists and philosophers who are called upon to save the world from impending
catastrophe.
A #1 New York Times Bestseller, Anathem is perhaps the most brilliant literary invention to date from the incomparable Neal Stephenson,
who rocked the world with Snow Crash, Cryptonomicon, and The Baroque Cycle. Now he imagines an alternate universe where scientists,
philosophers, and mathematicians live in seclusion behind ancient monastery walls until they are called back into the world to deal with a
crisis of astronomical proportions. Anathem won the Locus Award for Best Science Fiction Novel and the reviews for have been dazzling:
“Brilliant” (South Florida Sun-Sentinel), “Daring” (Boston Globe), “Immensely entertaining” (New York Times Book Review), “A tour de
force” (St. Louis Post-Dispatch), while Time magazine proclaims, “The great novel of ideas…has morphed into science fiction, and Neal
Stephenson is its foremost practitioner.”
"Dust jacket and interior illustrations ... by Patrick Arrasmith"--Copyright page.
A gripping and page-turning thriller that explores themes of power, information, secrecy and war in the twentieth century. From the author of
the three-volume historical epic 'The Baroque Cycle' and Seveneves. In his legendary, sprawling masterpiece, Neal Stephenson hacks into
the secret histories of nations and the private obsessions of men, decrypting with dazzling virtuosity the forces that shaped this century. In
1942, Lawrence Pritchard Waterhouse - a mathematical genius and young Captain in the U.S. Navy - is assigned to Detachment 2702, an
outfit so secret that only a handful of people know it exists. Some of those people have names like Churchill and Roosevelt. Their mission is
to keep the Nazis ignorant of the fact that Allied Intelligence has cracked the enemy's fabled Enigma code. Waterhouse is flung into a
cryptographic chess match against his German counterpart - one where every move determines the fate of thousands. In the present day,
Waterhouse's crypto-hacker grandson, Randy, is attempting to create a "data haven" in Southeast Asia where encrypted data can be stored
and exchanged free of repression and scrutiny. Joining forces with the tough-as-nails Amy, Randy attempts tosecretly salvage a sunken Nazi
submarine that holds the key to keeping the dream of a data haven afloat. But their scheme brings to light a massive conspiracy with its roots
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in Detachment 2702 - and an unbreakable Nazi code called Arethusa. There are two ways this could go: towards unimaginable riches and a
future of personal and digital liberty - or towards a totalitarian nightmare... Profound and prophetic, hypnotic and hyperactive, Cryptonomicon
is a work of great art, thought and creative daring, the product of a ingenious imagination working with white-hot intensity.

In this definitive collection of Stephenson's writings, journalism and meditations, the great American polymath puts the 20th
Century - mathematics, cryptography, philosophy, currency, and the history of science and technology- under his eclectic and
unflinching gaze. One of the most talented and creative authors working today, Neal Stephenson is renowned for his exceptional
novels - works colossal in vision and mind-boggling in complexity. Exploring and blending a diversity of topics, including
technology, economics, history, science, pop culture, and philosophy, his books are the product of a keen and adventurous
intellect. Not surprisingly, Stephenson is regularly asked to contribute articles, lectures, and essays to numerous outlets, from
major newspapers and cutting edge magazines to college symposia. This remarkable collection brings together previously
published short writings, both fiction and nonfiction as well as a new essay (and an extremely short story) created specifically for
this volume. Stephenson ponders a wealth of subjects, from movies and politics to David Foster Wallace and the Midwestern
American College Town; video games to classics-based sci-fi; how geekdom has become cool and how science fiction has
become mainstream (whether people admit it or not); the future of publishing and the origins of his novels. By turns amusing and
profound, critical and celebratory, yet always entertaining, Some Remarks offers a fascinating look into the prismatic mind of this
extraordinary writer.
**CHRISTINA DALCHER’S GRIPPING NEW THRILLER FEMLANDIA IS AVAILABLE TO PRE-ORDER NOW!** ‘Terrifyingly
plausible’ Louise Candlish ‘Devastating and brilliant’ Woman & Home ‘Thought-provoking’ Alice Feeney ‘Shocking . . . A
powerful tale’ Cosmopolitan
Neal Stephenson continues his extraordinary Baroque Cycle in this sequel to his bestselling Quicksilver, bringing to life a cast of
unforgettable characters in a time of breathtaking genius and discovery. It is the late 1600s, on the high seas. A group of Barbary
galley slaves plot as they ply the oars of a pirate ship, hatching a daring scheme to find an enormous cache of Spanish gold.
Amazingly, they succeed - leaving some very unhappy men behind who vow to hunt down the vagabonds and bring them to
justice, no matter the cost. Meanwhile, back in France, the beautiful Eliza - toast of Versailles and spy extraordinaire - attempts to
return to London with her baby, a child whose paternity is shrouded in mystery. Making her way home, her ship is stopped by a
French privateer and she is returned to the Sun King's court. Thrown back into a web of international intrigue, Eliza must contend
with all manner of characters, including buccaneers, poisoners, Jesuits, financial manipulators, and even a stray cryptographer or
two...
In the much-anticipated sequel to the “magnificent fantasy epic” (NPR) Grace of Kings, Emperor Kuni Garu is faced with the
invasion of an invincible army in his kingdom and must quickly find a way to defeat the intruders. Kuni Garu, now known as
Emperor Ragin, runs the archipelago kingdom of Dara, but struggles to maintain progress while serving the demands of the people
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and his vision. Then an unexpected invading force from the Lyucu empire in the far distant west comes to the shores of Dara—and
chaos results. But Emperor Kuni cannot go and lead his kingdom against the threat himself with his recently healed empire fraying
at the seams, so he sends the only people he trusts to be Dara’s savvy and cunning hopes against the invincible invaders: his
children, now grown and ready to make their mark on history.
SHORTLISTED FOR THE 2012 BEST THRILLER OF THE YEAR- CWA IAN FLEMING STEEL DAGGER SHORTLISTED FOR
THE 2012 WARWICK PRIZE FOR WRITING Across the globe, millions of computer screens flicker with the artfully coded world of
T'Rain - an addictive internet role-playing game of fantasy and adventure. But backstreet hackers in China have just unleashed a
contagious virus called Reamde, and as it rampages through the gaming world spreading from player to player - holding hard
drives hostage in the process - the computer of one powerful and dangerous man is infected, causing the carefully mediated
violence of the on-line world to spill over into reality. A fast-talking, internet-addicted mafia accountant is brutally silenced by his
Russian employers, and Zula - a talented young T'Rain computer programmer - is abducted and bundled on to a private jet. As
she is flown across the skies in the company of the terrified boyfriend she broke up with hours before, and a brilliant Hungarian
hacker who may be her only hope, she finds herself sucked into a whirl of Chinese Secret Service agents and gun-toting American
Survivalists; the Russian criminal underground and an al-Qaeda cell led by a charismatic Welshman; each a strand of a connected
world that devastatingly converges in T'Rain. An inimitable and compelling thriller that careers from British Columbia to SouthWest China via Russia and the fantasy world of T'Rain, Reamde is an irresistible epic from the unique imagination of one of
today's most individual writers.
Two centuries after the Boston Tea Party, harbour dumping is still a favourite local sport, only this time it's major corporations
piping toxic wastes into the water. Environmentalist and professional pain in the ass Sangaman Taylor is Boston's modern -day
Paul Revere, spreading the word from a 40-horsepower Zodiac raft. Embarrassing powerful corporations in highly telegenic ways
is the perfect method of making enemies, and Taylor has a collection that would do any rabble-rouser proud.After his latest exploit,
he's wanted by the FBI, possibly by the Mafia, and definitely by a group of Satanist angel-dust heads who think he's looking for a
PCP factory, not PCB contamination. Pretty soon dodging bullets is the least of Taylor's problems - because somewhere out there
are an unhinged genetic engineer and a lab-concocted bacterium that could destroy all ocean life and that's just for
appetizers.Frightening, funny, fast and furious, Zodiac is thrilling speculative fiction torn straight from today's headlines.
The New York Times Book Review called Neal Stephenson's most recent novel "electrifying" and "hilarious". but if you want to
know Stephenson was doing twenty years before he wrote the epic Cryptonomicon, it's back-to-school time. Back to The Big U,
that is, a hilarious send-up of American college life starring after years our of print, The Big U is required reading for anyone
interested in the early work of this singular writer.
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